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THE DISTINCTION OF NATURAL FROM SYNTHETIC 
ALEXANDRITE BY INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 
By Carol M.  Stoclzton and Robert  E.  Kane  

Infrared spectroscopy provides a menns  to  distin- 
g~1is11 n a t ~ ~ r a l  from synthetic alexandrites in  the 
range 2000-4200 c m  - I ,  as dcterrr~ined by  a study o f  
spectrtr obttrined from 15 natrrral and 28 synthetic 
alexandrites from a variety o f  sources. The  technique 
i s  nondestrrrctive and, wi th  Fourier trnnsfornl instru- 
nlcntalion, extremely rapid. It is especially ~ l s e fu l  for 
identifying stones that conttlin I I O  distingrrishing in-  
clusions. 

Crystals (Cline and Patterson, 1975) -is differenti- 
ated by inclusions of flux and platinum platelets. 
Alexandrite synthesized by melt methods-inclu- 
ding the commercially available Czochralslii- 
pulled products from Allied Signal (Morris and 
Cline, 1976) and Kyocera (Machida and Yoshihara, 
1980; Uji and Nalzata, 1986)) and floating-zone 
material from Seilzo (Koivula, 1984) -may show 
gas bubbles and identifiable curved, irregular, and/ 
or swirled growth features. In addition, some 
synthetic alexandrites may show unusual features 
s i~ch  as the weak chalky yellow short-wave fluo- 

Therecent discovery fine-quali t~ 'lexandrite in rescence confined near the surface the Illamori 
Brazil (Koivula, 1987; Proctor, 1988) and the 'On- synthetic alexandriteS (Kane, 1987). 
tinued production of synthetic alexandrite (Nas- In the absence of such distinctive features, 
sau, 1980; ~rossarelli, 1986; Gu0 et 21.1 1987; Kane~ however, there may be no other standard gemologi- 
1987) prompted an the cal properties that can conclusively identify the 
spectra of these gem materials as additional means natural or synthetic origin of an alexalldrite. ~ h ~ ~ ,  
to distinguish the natural gems from the synthetic laboratory identification techniqLles such as infra- 
products (figure 1). The possibility had already 
been explored and found promising in a survey 
study of infrared spectra of various gem materials 
including alexandrite (Leung et al., 1983). 

In most instances, characteristic inclusions 
serve to distinguish between natural and synthetic 
alexandrites (see references above). The natural 
gemstones usually contain distinctive natural- 
appearing inclusions such as: ultra-fine parallel 
growth tubes or needles; solid crystal inclusions of 
actinolite, quartz, mica, apatite, and other min- 
erals; two- and three-phase fluid inclusions; and 
various internal growth features (Giibelin and 
Koivula, 1986). Flux-grown synthetic alex- 
andrite-for example, that produced by Creative 
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red spectroscopy are of some significance, espe- 
cially considering the appreciable differences in 
market value involved. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The current study examined 15 natural and 28 
synthetic alexandrites from a variety of sources 
(see table 1). Spectra were obtained with a Nicolet 
6OSXB FTIR spectrometer (see Fritsch and Stoclz- 
ton, 1987) in the range 400-5000 c n ~  - 1 .  However, 
only the range 2000-4200 cin - 1 is of interest here 
since total absorption occurs below 2000 cm-1 
(due to the presence of SiO,), and no features were 
observed between 4200 and 5000 c m  1. Although 
the spectra vary considerably according to crystal- 
lographic orientation (a property that is difficult to 
control with faceted gemstones), lzey distinguish- 
ing features can, nevertheless, be easily identified 
(see figure 2). 

RESULTS 
Table 2 shows clearly how distinct the spectra of 
natural and synthetic alexandrites are. Most nota- 
bly, the natural alexandrites examined invariably 
exhibit al;sbrption features centered at about 2160, 
2403,4045, and 4150 c n i  1 that were not observed 
in any of the synthetics. In fact, features present in 
the synthitic alexandrites generally were limited 
to the range 2800-3300 cm - 1, regardless of orien- 
tation, with a few speciineils showing bands be- 
tween 2500 and 2700 cm-  ', and some with fea- 
tures between 3300 and 3700 ~ 1 1 1 ' .  In addition, 

TABLE 1. Origin and number o f  samples o f  natural and 
synthetic alexandrites examined by means of Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy. 

Origin 
No. of 

samples 

Natural 
Brazil 
Sri Lanka 
Tanzania 
USSR 

Synthetic 
Czochralski pulled 

Allied Signal 
InamorilKyocera 
Unknown 

Floating zone 
Seiko 

Flux-grown 
Creative Crystals 
Unknown 

F~girre I .  New soirrces of natural nlexandrite, in-  
cluding Tnnznnia (crystal, top left, 51.81 ct) and 
Brnzil (four fnceted stones on left, ranging from 
0.95 ct to 2.49 ct) are producing enough fine mate- 
rial to crcnte incrensed demand for this unusual 
gemstone. In addition, the mnnufacture of flux 
synthetic nlexandrite (on the right; the crysial is 
36.18 ct and the faceted stones range from 0.72 ct 
to 3.88 ct.) b y  companies such ns Creative Crys- 
tals and Oian~ori has roised the importnnce of be- 
ing able to distinguish between the natural and 
mnn-mode materinls. Faceted natural alexondrites 
courtesy of I(remeniz d Co. Photo 0 Tino Hnmmirl 

the absorption features between 2800 and 3300 
cm-I  are always stronger in the natural stones 
(again, see figure 2). This is probably due to the lack 
of water in the synthetics, which are manufactured 
by flux, floating zone, or Czochralski-pulling tech- 
niques (see Kane, 1987, for a summary), while the 
natural gems invariably incorporate H 2 0  and OH 
during their growth (Aines and Rossman, 1984). 

Hydrothermal synthetic alexandrites have re- 
portedly been manufactured (Trossarelli, 1986) 
and, should they become commercially available 
at some future date, further study will be neces- 
sary. However, the distinguishable infrared spectra 
of natural and synthetic hydrothermal eineralds 
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Figure 2. These infrared spectra i l lus~rote both the variety of feotures w i ~ h i n  eoch category as well as 
the obvious differences between the spectro of natural ond synthetic alexandrites i n  this wovenum- 
ber range. Spectro for t w o  different orientations o f  eoch gem ore illustrated. 

(Stoclzton, 198 7) suggest that similar distinctions 
TABLE 2. Major and distinguishing infrared features (in 

be possible for the need cm-I )  of natural and synthetic alexandrites, with ranges of 
arise. In the meantime, separation of natural and observed band locations, 
synthetic alexandrite by infrared spectroscopy is 
straightforward. Natural Synthetic 

21 59-21 65**' 
2401 -2404*** 
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